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If there is to be peace in the world, there must be peace in the nations.
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HSP 1028 - 3
there is to be peace in the nations, there must be peace in the
cities. If there is to be peace in the cities,

there must be peace between neighbors. If there is to be peace between
neighbors, there must be peace in the home. If

there must be peace in the home, there must be peace in the

heart. I will be, I will be,

Slightly slower (\( \text{\textit{d}} = \text{ca. 76} \))

Slightly slower (\( \text{\textit{d}} = \text{ca. 76} \))
I will be that peace.

Frieden, pa - ce, paix,

sa-laam, a - ma - ho - ro, shan - ti,

Paz, [PAHSS].

Fied, [PAH-cheh] [PEH]

[ah-mah-HO - ro] [SHAHN - tee]
fred,
[FRED]

sha-lom,
[shah-LOHM]

vre-de,
[VRAY-duh]

I will be the peace.
I will be the love.
I will be com-
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po-kój,
[PAW-kwee]

mire,
[MEER]

su-la,
[SOO-lah]

pas-sion-ate and kind.
I will be the hope.
I will be the
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pyeong-hwa.
[PYUHNG whah]

I will lend an

strength. I will see the good when it’s hard to find.
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